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H + L prices (12 months) : C$ 16.84 – 1.51
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Fully diluted shares

: 46.8 million
: 81.5 million

Market Capitalization

: C$ 187.2 million
(US$ 145.7 million)

2022/23 price target: C$ 20.00

INVESTMENT ALERT
► First Biochar Carbon Stream with Restoration Bioproducts
On May 12, 2022, Carbon Streaming announced that it has entered into a carbon credit streaming agreement with a subsidiary of Restoration Bioproducts LLC to support construction of a biochar production
facility in Virginia, USA.
Biochar, short for biological charcoal, is produced by heating organic feedstocks in a limited oxygen
atmosphere, resulting in a very stable form of carbon that prevents the release of greenhouse gases
into the atmosphere for centuries, making it valuable for sequestration purposes. CO2 Removal Certificates (“CORCs”) are expected to be verified under independent standard Puro.Earth, the leading
standard for Biochar projects.
On May 17, 2022, Carbon Streaming announced that it has entered into a US$ 20.0 million carbon credit
streaming agreement with Commodity Carbon and UpEnergy Group to bring fuel efficient cookstoves and
save water solutions to millions of households in Eastern and Southern Africa.
These energy-saving devices will reduce emissions, improve health outcomes and preserve local environments by protecting forests from illegal charcoal and wood harvesting.
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►Biochar Stream
Investment Highlights:
•
•
•
•
•

First carbon streaming on a biochar carbon removals project, providing diversification across a new
project type in the United States, furthering geographic diversification
Carbon Streaming will receive and sell 100% of the CORCs generated by the Project, with ongoing
payments to Restoration Bioproducts for each CORC sold under the Stream Agreement.
The Project is expected to remove over 161,000 tonnes of CO2 equivalent emissions (“tCO2e”) over
the 25-year project life and generate an equivalent number of CORCs.
CORCs from other Puro.earth projects are currently selling above US$125/CORC as of April 2022.
With the signing of the Stream Agreement, Carbon Streaming is making an initial upfront cash investment of US$0.6 million, with additional milestone payments of US$0.75 million to be paid over the
term of the Stream Agreement.

Impact Highlights:
•
•
•
•

The Biochar Project is expected to reduce biomass waste and prevent the associated release of
carbon dioxide and methane emissions into the atmosphere equivalent to an estimated 6,500 tCO2e
per year.
It is anticipated that the majority of biochar generated by the Project will be used in agricultural applications to deliver soil enhancement through increased water and nutrient retention and ammonia reduction.
The production process generates clean energy that reduces reliance on traditional lower efficiency
sources and offers cost savings that contribute to increased community employment.
The Project is expected to be a significant employer in the local community.

► Carbon Streaming company profile
Carbon Streaming is a unique ESG principled company offering investors exposure to carbon credits, a key
instrument used by both governments and corporations to achieve their carbon neutral and net-zero climate
goals. The Company’s business model is focused on acquiring, managing and growing a high-quality and
diversified portfolio of investments in projects and/or companies that generate or are actively involved, directly
or indirectly, with voluntary and/or compliance carbon credits.
Carbon Streaming invests capital through carbon credit streaming arrangements with project developers and
owners to accelerate the creation of carbon offset projects by bringing capital to projects that might not otherwise be developed. Many of these projects will have significant social and economic co-benefits in addition to
their carbon reduction or removal potential.

► Restoration Bioproducts profile
Restoration Bioproducts LLC is a sustainability company that develops pyrolysis-based projects to refine
biomass into higher value products. Those products include biochar, bio-oil, wood vinegar, heat and/or power. Carbon finance is a part of the equation.
Each project is a stand-alone entity with its own unique feedstock and product mix. The scale of the projects
fits well within small rural communities where jobs and economic development are needed. The products
help address climate change, reduce the use of toxic substances in the environment, increase farm profitability, and improve water quality.
Restoration Bioproducts LLC is a partnership between FDC Enterprises, a biomass production and logistics firm based in Ohio, USA, and Langseth Engineering PLLC, an engineering firm focused on biomass
energy applications.
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► Carbon credit streaming agreement with Commodity Carbon and UpEnergy Group
Investment Highlights:
•

Carbon credits will be generated from a diversified portfolio of three cookstove and four safe
water projects across Uganda, Mozambique, Tanzania, Zambia, and Malawi.

•

The Portfolio has a goal to reduce approximately 50 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent (“tCO2e”)
emissions over the 15-year life of the Projects and is expected to generate an equivalent number of emissions reductions.

•

Emissions reductions generated by the Portfolio will be independently verified under The Gold
Standard, and for Tanzania, through Verra.

•

The Company will make an upfront cash investment of US$6.5 million on closing, with additional payments of up to US$13.5 million as emissions reduction milestones are met (anticipated to begin in 2023) and as cookstove and water purification units are distributed.

•

Under the Carbon Stream, the Company expects to receive a portion of the credits generated
from the Portfolio’s emissions reductions over the 15-year life of the Projects.

Impact Highlights:
•

Community Carbon was launched in 2022 by UpEnergy, a social enterprise with headquarters in
Kampala, Uganda, focused on making technology that fights climate change and poverty accessible
to all while protecting local environments. UpEnergy has successfully operated carbon projects for
more than a decade which have resulted in approximately 3 million tonnes of emissions reductions to
date.

•

Community Carbon’s Portfolio is expected to catalyse additional compounding social and economic
benefits, through job creation via local manufacturing, avoided wood and fuel costs, and local tree
planting.

•

The creation of a Community Carbon Fund, funded jointly by Community Carbon and Carbon
Streaming, will contribute a percentage of the Portfolio’s carbon credit sales revenue to support additional programs, commencing with initiatives dedicated to the education and empowerment of women
and girls (who are disproportionately impacted by climate change) over the lifetime of the transaction.
The Community Carbon Fund is set to support its first projects in Q3 2022.

The Portfolio will comprise seven energy-saving projects: cookstove projects in Mozambique, Uganda and
Tanzania, and safe water projects in Malawi, Mozambique, Uganda and Zambia. The initiative, which is
expected to roll out over the course of the next two years, will commence with the expected delivery of 3.5
million fuel-efficient, cleaner cookstoves and water purification devices to communities across the five countries. The Portfolio has a goal to reduce approximately 50 million tCO2e emissions over the 15-year life of the
Projects and is expected to generate an equivalent number of emissions reductions, which will be independently verified under The Gold Standard, and for Tanzania, through Verra.
Under the terms of the Carbon Stream, Carbon Streaming will make an upfront cash investment of US$6.5
million on closing, with additional payments of up to US$13.5 million as emissions reduction milestones and
device distribution thresholds are achieved by the Portfolio.
The generation of emission reductions is expected to commence in 2023 and ramp-up as cookstove and water purification units are distributed. The portion of the emission reductions received by, and the economic
interest attributable to, Carbon Streaming pursuant to the Carbon Stream is consistent with the Company’s
other stream investments.
Closing of the Carbon Stream is subject to customary conditions with closing anticipated to occur in mid-2022.
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Investment comments:
Carbon Streaming Corporation (“CSC”) has established a unique ESF principle investment vehicle offering
investors exposure, a unique first market opportunity to carbon credits, a key instrument used by governments and corporations to achieve their carbon neutral; and net-zero climate goals.
Carbon Streaming believes the world’s focus on climate change is at an inflection point. Governments are
including climate policies in their budgets and increasing their emissions reduction commitments under the
2015 Paris Climate Agreement.
Corporations are announcing plans to be of “net zero” or “carbon neutral” by 2050 to align themselves with
the goals of the Paris Agreement with some having aggressive plans to achieve this goal by 2030.
Carbon Streaming is focused on acquiring, managing and growing a high quality and diversified portfolio of
investments in projects and/or companies that generate or are actively involved, directly or indirectly, with
voluntary and/or compliance carbon credits. By offering innovative financing solutions, the Company aims to
accelerate the world’s transition to a net-zero carbon future by bringing capital to projects that might not otherwise be developed. Many of these projects may also have significant social and economic co-benefits in
addition to reducing emissions as the Company aspires to make a sustainable impact beyond climate action
with certain investments.
Carbon Streaming has sourced a potential deal pipeline of over US$ 700 million with its near-term
pipeline valued at approximately US$ 200 million globally at target IRRs of 15%.
The Taskforce on Scaling Voluntary Carbon Markets estimates that demand for carbon credits, in the voluntary market at US$ 1+ billion in 2021, could grow by 15-fold by 2030 and up to 100-fold by 2050.
United Special Envoy for Climate Action Mark Carney has said the voluntary market “needs to be a $ 50-100
billion per annum market”.
Based on the strong consistent growth of the voluntary carbon market need to be $ 50-100 billion per annum
and the Company having sourced a potential deal pipeline of over US$ 700 million, and with its near-term
pipeline valued at approximately US$ 200 million, in my view, Carbon Streaming offers an attractive investment potential.
My 2022/23 price target is C$ 20.00.
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